Visual events are usually accompanied by sounds in our daily lives. However, can the machines learn to correlate the visual scene and sound, as well as localize the sound source only by observing them like humans? To investigate its empirical learnability, in this work we first present a novel unsupervised algorithm to address the problem of localizing sound sources in visual scenes. In order to achieve this goal, a two-stream network structure which handles each modality with attention mechanism is developed for sound source localization. The network naturally reveals the localized response in the scene without human annotation. In addition, a new sound source dataset is developed for performance evaluation. Nevertheless, our empirical evaluation shows that the unsupervised method generates false conclusions in some cases. Thereby, we show that this false conclusion cannot be fixed without human prior knowledge due to the well-known correlation and causality mismatch misconception. To fix this issue, we extend our network to the supervised and semi-supervised network settings via a simple modification due to the general architecture of our two-stream network. We show that the false conclusions can be effectively corrected even with a small amount of supervision, i.e., semi-supervised setup. Furthermore, we present the versatility of the learned audio and visual embeddings on the cross-modal content alignment and we extend this proposed algorithm to a new application, sound saliency based automatic camera view panning in 360 • videos.
INTRODUCTION
U nderstanding the world that surrounds us is a multi-modal experience. We perceive the world by using multiple senses at the same time. Visual events are typically associated with sounds and they are often integrated. When we see that a car is moving, we hear the engine sound at the same time, i.e., cooccurrence. Sound carries rich information regarding the spatial and temporal cues of the source within a visual scene. As shown in the bottom example of Figure 1 , the engine sound suggests where the source may be in the physical world [1] . This implies that sound is not only complementary to the visual information, but also correlated to visual events.
Human perception is also multi-modal. Humans observe tremendous amount of combined audio-visual data and learn the correlation between them throughout their whole life unconsciously [1] . From this life-long experiences, humans can understand the object or event that causes sound, and localize the sound source even without separate education. Naturally, videos and their corresponding sounds also occur together in a synchronized way. When considering an analogous behavior in the context of machine learning, the following question may arise: given a plenty of video and sound clip pairs, can a machine learning model learn to associate the sound with the visual scene to reveal the sound source location without any supervision similar to human perception? This question is the motivation of our work. Fig. 1 . Where do these sounds come from? We show an example of interactive sound source localization by the proposed algorithm. In this work, we demonstrate how to learn to localize sound sources (objects) from the sound signals in visual scenes.
There has been significant progress in the field of audio-visual learning recently by the advances of deep learning [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . In this work, we specifically focus on whether a neural model can learn to extract the spatial correspondence between visual and audio information by simply watching and listening to videos in a self-supervised way, i.e., learning based sound source localization. To this end, we design a two-stream network architecture (sound and visual networks), where each network facilitates each modality, and a localization module which incorporates the attention mechanism as illustrated in Figure 2 . The proposed network is designed to leverage the cooccurrence of both modalities, visual appearance of a sound source object and its sound, without supervision, i.e., self-supervision.
The learning task for sound source localization from listening is challenging, especially from unlabeled data. From our experiments with the proposed self-supervised model, we observe a classical phenomenon [12] in learning theory, i.e., pigeon superstition, which describes a learning model is biased to conclude the resulting localization to be semantically unmatched in our case. We show that it is difficult for unsupervised learning methods to disambiguate sound sources purely based on correlations from arXiv:1911.09649v1 [cs.CV] 20 Nov 2019 Fig. 2 . Network architecture. This architecture is designed to tackle the problem of sound source localization with self-supervised learning. The network uses video frame and sound pairs to learn to localize the sound sources. Each modality is processed in its own network. After integrating (correlating) the information from the sound context vector h and the activations of the visual network, the localization module (attention mechanism) localizes the sound source. By adding the supervised loss component into this architecture, it can be converted to a unified architecture which can work as supervised or semi-supervised learning as well. In the figure, FC stands for the fully connected layer, and denotes the weighted sum pooling across spatial dimensions. a static single image and mono-channel audio without some supervisory signals.
We correct this issue by providing a small amount of supervision in a semi-supervised setting. By virtue of our unified architecture design, we can easily transform our network to the self-supervised, fully-supervised, or semi-supervised framework by simply adding a supervised loss, depending on the availability of annotated data. This allows us to resolve the aforementioned issue. To incorporate in the unified architecture and to evaluate the proposed methods, we annotate a new sound source localization dataset. To the best of our knowledge, this dataset is the first to address the problem of learning based sound localization.
The contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• We introduce a learning framework to localize the sound source using an attention mechanism, which is guided by sound information, from a paired sound and video frame. The sound source localization can be interactive with given sound input. • We propose a unified end-to-end deep convolutional neural network architecture that accommodates unsupervised, semisupervised, and fully-supervised learning. • We collect and annotate a new sound source localization dataset, which provides supervised information and facilitates quantitative and qualitative analysis. • We quantitatively and qualitatively demonstrate that the learning based sound source localization is not correctly solved with a purely unsupervised approach, but can be fixed even with a small amount of supervisory data. • We further analyze that learned embeddings are able to represent the semantic context in cross-domain samples. • We present a new application of sound guided saliency prediction for 360 • videos and 360 • content exploration.
RELATED WORK AND PROBLEM CONTEXT
Cross-modality signals have been used as supervisory information for numerous tasks. The recent years have witnessed significant progress in understanding the correlation between sound and visual signals. To put this work into proper context, we review recent methods on joint audio-vision models, sound source localization, and attention mechanisms. Sound source localization in visual scenes. Prior to the recent advances of deep learning, computational methods for sound source localization rely on synchrony [19] of low-level features of sounds and videos (e.g., raw waveform signals and intensity values respectively), spatial sparsity prior of audio-visual events [20] , low-dimensionality [21] , hand-crafted motion cues, and segmentation [22] , [23] . In contrast, the proposed network is developed in an unsupervised manner by only watching and listening to videos without using any hand-designed rules such as the ones mentioned above. Furthermore, our semi-supervised architecture does not require hand-crafted prior knowledge except for a small amount of annotated data. Acoustic hardware based approaches [24] , [25] have been practically used in surveillance and instrumentation engineering. These methods require specific devices, e.g., microphone arrays, to capture phase differences of sound arrival. In this work, we learn sound source localization in the visual domain without any special devices but a microphone to capture sound. We restrict to mono channel sound and focus on the relationship between visual context and sound, rather than other physical relationships, e.g., phase differences of sound arrival or motions.
With new advances in deep learning, this task has attracted more attention [2] , [3] , [5] , [8] , [9] , [14] . Since the approach we propose recently [2] , some interesting methods on the sound source localization task have been developed. Although Arandjelović et al. [16] show that activation maps can be used to localize objects, the localization results are solely from examining the units in the vision subnetwork. This work is further extended to locate the objects based on sound sources [3] . While this method largely focuses on localizing musical instruments and their sounds, our method is designed for generic scenes. Furthermore, our networks have an attention layer that interacts between the two modalities and reveals the localization information of the sound source. In [5] , Zhao et al. also explore the sound source localization in the musical instruments domain. On the other hand, several methods [8] , [18] are designed to localize actions in videos, rather than objects in static images with an unsupervised learning method. Tian et al. [9] also focus on audio-visual event localization but with fully and weakly-supervised approaches. Recently, Harwath et al. develop a method for grounding spoken words in images [7] .
In the context of sound source separation, we note several methods [4] , [6] , [8] , [26] demonstrate that visual information plays an important role in such tasks. Nevertheless, the goals of these methods are different from the focus of this work. Sound source localization in psychophysics. Our work is motivated by the findings in psychology and cognitive science on the sound source localization capability of humans [1] , [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] . Gaver et al. [1] study how humans learn about objects and events from sound in everyday listening. This study elucidates how humans can find the relationship between visual and sound domains in an event centric view. Numerous methods in this line analyze the relationship between visual information and sound localization. These findings show that visual information correlated to sound improves the efficiency of search [27] and accuracy of localization [29] . Recent methods [28] , [30] , [31] extend the findings of human performance on sound source localization against visual information in 3D space. These studies evidently show that sound source localization capability of humans is guided by visual information, and two sources of information are closely correlated that humans can unwittingly learn such capability. Visual and aural modality association. Inspired by the human vision system [32] , numerous attention models [33] , [34] have been developed for vision tasks. We extend the use of the computational attention mechanism to multisensory integration, in that the sound localization behavior in imagery resembles human attention. The existence of multisensory integration including visual and auditory stimuli in our human brain and working sites are known as superior colliculi [35] . In this work, we adopt a similar principle with the attention mechanism in [33] to enable our networks to interact with sound context and visual representation across spatial axes.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
We first present a neural network to address the problem of vision based sound localization within the unsupervised learning framework. Next, we show that it can be extended to supervised and semi-supervised frameworks by simply appending a supervised loss. To deal with cross-modality signals from sounds and videos, we use a two-stream network architecture. The network consists of three main modules: sound network, visual network and attention model as illustrated in Figure 2 .
Sound Network
In this work, we focus on learning the semantic relationship between the mono channel audio and a single frame without taking motion into consideration. Thus, it is important to capture the context of sound rather than catching low-level signals [1] . In addition, sound signals are 1-D with varying temporal length. We encode sound signals into high-level concepts by using the convolutional module (conv), rectified linear unit (ReLu) and pooling (pool), and those stacking layers [36] . We use a 1-D deep convolutional architecture which is invariant to input length due to the fully convolutional feature via the use of global average pooling over sliding windows.
The proposed sound network consists of 10 layers and takes raw waveform as input. The first conv layers (up to conv8) are similar to the SoundNet [15] , but with 1000 filters followed by global average pooling across the temporal axis within a sliding window (e.g, 20 seconds in this work). The global average pooling facilitates to handle variable length inputs to be a fixed dimension vector [37] , i.e., the output activation of conv8 followed by the average pooling is always a single 1000-dimensional vector. We denote this sound representation after the average pooling as f s .
To capture high level concept of sound signals, the 9-th and 10th layers consist of ReLU followed by fully connected (FC) layers. The output of the 10-th FC layer (FC10) is 512-dimensional, and is denoted as h. We use h to interact with features from the visual network, and induce h to resemble visual concepts. Among these two features, we note f s preserves more sound concept while h captures correlated information related to visual signals.
Visual Network
The visual network is composed of the image feature extractor and the localization module. To extract features from visual signals, we use an architecture similar to the VGG-16 model [38] up to conv5_3 and feed a color video frame of size H×W as input. We denote the activation of conv5_3 as V ∈ R H ×W ×D , where H = H 16 , W = W
16
and D = 512. Each 512-D activation vector from conv5_3 contains local visual context information, and spatial information is preserved in the H ×W grid.
In our model, the activation V interacts with the sound embedding h for revealing sound source location information in the grid, which is denoted as the localization module (Section 3.3). This localization module returns a confidence map of the sound source and a representative visual feature vector z corresponding to the estimated location of the given input sound. The visual feature z is passed through two {ReLu-FC} blocks to compute the visual embedding f v , which is the final output of the visual network.
Localization Network
Given extracted visual and sound concepts, the localization network generates the sound source location. We compute a soft confidence score map as a sound source location representation. This may be modeled based on the attention mechanism in the human visual system [32] , where according to given conditional information, related salient features are dynamically and selectively brought out to the foreground. This motivates us to exploit the neural attention mechanism [33] , [39] in our context.
For simplicity, instead of using a tensor representation for the visual activation V ∈ R H ×W ×D , we denote the visual activation as a reshaped matrix form
For each location i ∈ {1,· · ·,M }, the attention mechanism g att generates the positive weight α i by the interaction between the given sound embedding h and v i , where α i is the attention measure. The attention α i can be interpreted as the probability that the grid i is likely to be the right location related to the sound context, and computed by
where the normalization by the softmax is suggested by [39] .
In contrast to the work [33] , [39] that uses a multi-layer perceptron as g att , we use the simple normalized inner product operation that does not require any learning parameter. Furthermore, it is intuitively interpretable as the operation measures the cosine similarity between two heterogeneous vectors, v i and h, i.e., correlation. We also propose an alternative attention mechanism to suppress negative correlation values as:
wherex denotes a 2 -normalized vector. This is different from the mechanism proposed in [33] , [34] , [39] . Zhou et al. [34] use a typical linear combination without normalization, and thus it can have an arbitrary range of values. Both mechanisms in this work are based on the cosine similarity of the range [−1, 1]. The attention measure α computed by either mechanism describes the sound and visual context interaction in a map. To draw a connection to α with sound source location, similar to [33] , [39] , we compute the representative context vector z that corresponds to the local visual feature at the sound source location. Assuming that z is a stochastic random variable and α represents the sound source location reasonably well, we regard the attention locations i as latent variables by parameterizing p(i|h) = α i . Then, the visual feature z can be obtained by
As described in Section 3.2, we transform a visual feature vector z to a visual representation f v . We adapt f v to be comparable with the sound features f s obtained from the sound network, such that we learn the features to share embedding space. During the learning phase, the back-propagation encourages z to be related to the sound context. Importantly, while z is parameterized by α and v, since α is the only variable conditioned by the sound context, α is learned to adjust z in a way that it contains the sound context, i.e., learned to localize the sound.
LOCALIZING SOUND SOURCE VIA LISTENING
Our learning model determines a video frame and audio signals are similar to each other or not at each spatial location. With the proposed two-stream network, we obtain predictions from each subnetwork for the frame and sound. If the visual network considers that a given frame contains a motorcycle and the sound network also returns similar output, then the predictions of these networks are likely to be similar and close to each other in the feature space, and vice versa. This provides valuable information for learning to localize sound sources in different settings. Unsupervised learning. In the feature space, we impose that f v and f s from the corresponding pairs (positive) are close to each other, while negative pairs are far from each other. Using f v from a video frame as a query, we obtain its positive pair by taking f s from the sound wave of a sliding window around the video frame in the same video, and extract negative one from another random video. Given queries and those positive and negative pairs, we use the triplet loss [40] . The loss is designed to map the positive samples into the similar location as much as possible with the query in the feature space, while mapping the negative samples into distant locations.
A triplet network computes two distance terms:
represents a triplet of query, positive and negative samples. To impose the constraint d + < d − , we use the distance ratio loss [40] . The unsupervised loss function is defined as
where
. For the positive pair, the unsupervised loss imposes the visual feature f v to resemble f s . For the visual feature z to generate such f v , the weight α needs to select causal locations by the correlation between h and v. This results in h to share the embedding space with v, and f s also needs to encode the context information that correlates with the video frame. This forms a cyclic loop, as shown in Figure 2 , which allows to learn a shared representation that can be used for sound localization.
Although the unsupervised learning method appears to perform well (in terms of the metric), we encounter some semantically unmatched results. For example, as shown in Figure 3 , even though we present a train sound with a train image, the proposed model localizes railways rather than the train. This false conclusion by the model can be explained as follows. In the early stage of the training, our model mistakenly concludes with false random output (e.g., activation on the road given the car sound). However, it obtains a good score (as the score is measured from weak supervisions of corresponding pairs), thereby the model is trained to behave similarly for such scenes. Thus, the model reinforces itself to receive good scores in similar examples. As a specific example, in the road case of Figure 3 , the proposed network consistently sees similar roads with car sounds during training, because cars are typically accompanied by roads. Since the road has a consistent appearance and typically occupies larger regions compared to diverse appearance of cars (or non-existence of any car in the frame at times), it is difficult for the model to discover a true causality relationship with the car without supervisory feedback. This ends up biasing toward a certain semantically unrelated output.
A similar phenomenon is often observed in the learning models [12] and animals, which is known as the pigeon superstition phenomenon 1 . Since the relationship between source and result information was not trivial, the learner made a wrong decision with high confidence, in that there is no way to validate and correct such a superstition for the learner with only unsupervised loss. It has been known that, without directly related external prior knowledge, no further learning is possible [12] . While other types of prior knowledge would be an option, we provide a small amount of annotated data in the semi-supervised setting to address this issue (see the last column of Figure 3 ). Semi-supervised learning. Even a small amount of prior knowledge can induce effective inductive bias. We add a supervised loss to the proposed network architecture under the semi-supervised learning setting as
where L {U,S} denote unsupervised and supervised losses respectively, α GT denotes the ground-truth (or reference) attention map, and λ(·) is a function for controlling the data supervision type. The unsupervised loss L U is same as (6) . The supervised loss L S is defined by
where i denotes the location index of the attention map and α GT,i is a binary value. The cross entropy loss is selected as empirically it performs slightly better than other functions. We set λ(x) = 0 if x ∈ ∅, or otherwise 1. With this formulation, we can easily adapt the loss to be either supervised or unsupervised one according to the existence of α GT for each sample. In addition, (7) can be directly utilized for fully supervised training.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For evaluation, we first construct a new sound source localization dataset which facilitates quantitative and qualitative evaluation. In this section, we discuss our empirical observations, and demonstrate how such issues can be corrected with a small amount of supervision. In addition, we evaluate the unified network in unsupervised, semi-supervised and supervised learning schemes. We implement our architecture with TensorFlow [42] . For training, we use ADAM [43] optimizer with the fixed learning rate of 0.0001, and a batch size of 30. For the visual CNN, while the architecture supports any resolution of input size due to the fully convolutional design, we resize the input frame of 320 × 320 pixels as input during training.
Dataset
In order to train our network to localize the sound sources, we leverage the unlabeled Flickr-SoundNet [15] , [44] dataset, which consists of more than two million unconstrained sound and image pairs. We use a random subset of this dataset (144k pairs) to train our network.
For performance evaluation, we collect a new dataset that sources of sounds are annotated in image coordinates using pairs from the Flickr-SoundNet set. This dataset not only facilitates quantitative and qualitative evaluation, but also provides annotations for training supervised models. We randomly sample 5k frames and corresponding sounds from Flickr-SoundNet. Three subjects independently annotate sound source by giving generic instructions as follows: 1) listen 20 seconds of sound and draw a bounding box on the frame at the regions where the dominant sound would come from, and 2) tag the bounding box as object or ambient.
Since the dataset we use contains unconstrained videos, some frames do not have the sound source in the frame or it cannot be represented by drawing a bounding box, e.g., wind sound. The tag is used to distinguish this case as "object" or "ambient/not object" for each bounding box. After the annotation process, we filter out "ambient/not object" image-sound pairs. Among the remaining pairs, we select the ones that all subjects agree with the sound indicating objects present in the frame. As such, we have a supervised set of 2, 786 pairs. Figure 4 shows some sample images.
Results and Analysis
We introduce a metric for quantitative performance evaluation of sound localization. Evaluation metrics. We have three annotations from three subjects for each data point. As some examples could be ambiguous, e.g., the left and right examples in the bottom row of Figure 4 , we present the consensus intersection over union (cIoU) metric to take multiple annotations into account. Similar to the consensus metric in the VQA task [45] , we assign scores to each pixel according to the consensus of multiple annotations.
First, we convert the bounding box annotations to binary maps {b j } N j=1 , where N is the number of subjects. We extract a representative score map g by collapsing {b j } across subjects but with considering consensus as
where #consensus ≤ N is the minimum number of opinions to reach an agreement. For each pixel in a score map g, we compute 6 . Interactive sound source localization. We show the responses of the network to different sounds while keeping the frame same. These results show that our network can localize the source of the given sound interactively. Label indicates the context of the sound. We do not use explicit labels. the number of positive binary values (i.e., N j=1 b j ). If it is larger than or equal to #consensus, then the pixel of g is set to a full score, i.e., 1. Otherwise, it is set to a proportional score, which is less than 1. Since we have three subjects, by majority rule, we set #consensus to 2 in our experiments. Given this weighted score map g and predicted location response α, we define the cIoU as
where i indicates the pixel index of the map, τ denotes the threshold to determine positiveness of each pixel, A(τ ) = {i|α i >τ }, and G = {i|g i >0}. In (10), A is the set of pixels with attention intensity higher than the threshold τ , and G is the set of pixels classified as positives in weighted ground truth. The denominator implies a weighted version of union of A(τ ) and G. Qualitative analysis. We present the localization response α for qualitative analysis. Figure 5 shows the localization results of the image-sound pairs from the Flickr-SoundNet dataset [15] using the proposed unsupervised learning approach. Our network learns to localize sound sources on a variety of categories without any Fig. 8 . Qualitative sound localization results from different learning methods. We present the sound localization results from different learning methods. The supervised method generally localizes the sound source precisely due to the guidance of ground truths. Despite using less supervised data, the semi-supervised approach also gives comparably accurate localization results.
supervision. The sound sources are successfully localized in spite of clutters, and unrelated areas are isolated, e.g., in the "water" column of the Figure 5 , people are isolated from the highlighted water areas. As shown in the "concert" examples; scenes include both stage people and the audiences. Even though they have similar appearances, the learned model is able to distinguish people on the stage from the audiences. At first glance, the results may look like hallucinating salient areas or detecting objects regardless of sound contexts. It should be noted that our network responds interactively according to the given sound. Figure 6 shows examples of different input sounds for the same images where the localization responses change according to the given sound context. For a frame that contains water and people, when a water sound is given, the water area is highlighted. Similarly, the area containing people is highlighted when the sound source is from humans. With the network trained in the unsupervised manner, we qualitatively compare the localization performance with respect to human annotations. Figure 7 shows sample qualitative results where the learned model performs consistently with human perception even though no prior knowledge is used.
While the network learns to localize sound sources in variety of categories without supervision, as aforementioned in Figure 3 , there are numerous cases that the unsupervised network falsely concludes the matching between visual and sound contexts. Using the semi-supervised scheme within the unified network model, we can transfer human knowledge in the form of supervision to remedy the pigeon superstition issue. Figure 8 shows the results by other learning methods. As expected, supervised learning methods localize objects more semantically aligned with the ground truth supervision signals. We note that the proposed semi-supervised model achieves promising results by incorporating supervised and unsupervised data.
Quantitative results. Table 1 shows the success rates of cIoU and AUC for different learning schemes and the number of samples. Using the common practice in object detection [46] , we use τ = 0.5 for the cIoU threshold in (10) to decide success or fail of the localization test. We also report 95% confidence intervals of the success rate of cIoU computed by binomial proportional confidence interval to see statistics. We also present random prediction baseline results as reference. Each experiment is repeated 100 times with random patterns and the statistics are computed. In addition, we compare with a method using a fixed center bounding box where the size is half of the image. Although this method achieves higher accuracy than the one with a random pattern, it still performs significantly worse than the proposed approaches. The results show that the unsupervised model with 10k samples learns meaningful knowledge from the sound and video pairs. Compared to our model trained in an unsupervised manner with 10k samples, we observe significant improvement when the unsupervised network is trained with a larger number of samples, i.e., 144k samples. We show the supervised learning results with 2.5k samples as reference. Even the number of samples is smaller than the unsupervised method, the supervised model performs well. When we train the network in the semisupervised setting with both supervised and unsupervised losses, the model achieves the best performance. The results suggest that there is complementary information from unlabeled data, which facilitates the model to generalize well. We plot the success rate of the test samples in Figure 9 according to cIoU thresholds. We analyze the effect of the number of labeled samples using the semi-supervised setting. Table 2 shows that near 1k supervised samples are sufficient for the semi-supervised model to learn well. We note that the proposed model benefits more from a combination of both types of data than simply increasing the number of supervised samples. Furthermore, increasing the number of unsupervised samples in the semi-supervised setting, i.e., Sup. 2.5k + Unsup. 144k samples, shows marginal improvement.
To analyze the subjectiveness of supervision, we report the IoU performance of each annotator independently in Table 3 . While the numbers across subjects vary slightly, the variance is small and the performance trends are consistent among the methods. This suggests that cIoU is an effective measure. Furthermore, despite the ambiguity nature of the localization task, our method performs coherently with the human perception in images. We show cross validation results using two more splits (cross validation sets) in Table 4 . The Set1 is the test set used in our early work [2] and in the previous experiments. The other two sets are selected randomly from our annotated dataset for additional evaluation. The sets introduced here are mutually exclusive and each set has the same number of samples. We present performance for cross-validation sets with the same semisupervised network approach. For each set evaluation, a network model is trained from scratch using the dataset excluding the test samples. These results show consistent trends, except for the slight variation on the number of necessary supervised samples for performance improvement. We also conduct an ablation study to analyze the weight between the supervised and unsupervised losses. Table 5 shows the accuracy for the Unsup. 144k + Sup. 0.5k setting. The proposed method with the balance weights of {Unsup. = 0.5, Sup. = 0.5} and {Unsup. = 0.75, Sup. = 0.25} with a large number of data performs best.
Ambient Sound and Learned Embeddings
Ambient sound analysis. We analyze the proposed method with non-object and ambient sounds (e.g., environmental sounds, wind sounds, background activities, and narration). We feed the frames with one of these ambient sounds into our network to see how it reacts. Figure 10 shows that the proposed method gives noticeably low confidence scores to ambient sound, and high reaction to the object indicating sound. Figure 10 shows that the method based on ReLU+softmax performs better on ambient sounds. This is due to the ReLU operation that clips the negative values in an attention map to zero in the training phase. Our attention map is computed based on inner products between normalized vectors of which range is in [−1, 1]. For the method with ReLU+softmax, the negative values are clipped to 0. Consequently, the method with ReLU+softmax suppresses uncorrelated sound responses well. We show the attention response before softmax to show absolute (i.e., non-relative) values. The responses of ambient sound are relatively weaker than object sounds. We use gray scale heatmaps in Figure 10 for better illustration. While this is out of the scope of this work due to the requirement of human annotations, the proposed model helps to deal with off-context sound cases.
Learned embeddings. Our network generates embeddings which can be used to analyze the effectiveness of learned representations. As discussed in Section 4, our network is trained to have similar predictions from sounds and images by mapping to close locations in the learned embedding space when both modalities have similar semantic contents. For example; if properly learned, the embeddings of soccer match images will be close to those of other sports games, but not to the embeddings of the instrument lessons. For ease of illustration, we slightly abuse the notations of the visual and sound embeddings as a functional form, i.e., f v (X v , X s ) and f s (X s ), where X {v,s} denote a video frame and a sound waveform of an input sample X, respectively. We note that these two embeddings are encouraged to have a shared space that allows them to be comparable by metric learning. Thus, we can directly compare heterogeneous embeddings. We carry out all the experiments on the Set1 subset in Table 4 , and denote it as database D. We analyze the semantic quality of the embeddings in Table 6 , where the sound query based video retrieval and vice versa are conducted and we report the success ratio of semantically meaningful matches. Given the query X, we conduct the k-nearest neighbor search by measuring the distance
over samples Y in the database D, i.e., Y ∈ D, where d(·) denotes the cosine distance in that we empirically found the performance is higher with it. However, since we do not have ground truth information, instead we use a pseudo label approach by obtaining the top-10 label predictions of each sample from the pretrained VGG-16 [38] and SoundNet [15] according to the modality type, and use them as pseudo labels. We consider the successful match when the intersection set of the pseudo labels between the query and the k-nearest neighbors is not empty, i.e., if they have at least one shared prediction label, and the failure otherwise. We compute the random chance based on random trials (ideal random chance cannot be obtained due to unknown true classes). For each sample, we randomly select 10 samples from our database for experiments. We repeat this experiment 100 times and report the average score. The same procedure is carried out for both crossmodal directions, i.e., Image → Audio and Audio → Image. The reason for the performance top-20<top-15<top-10, is that, in the limited retrieval set, there are classes of which the number of samples is less than n. If n k, more samples which have unrelated content appear in the top k number of retrieved samples. Figure 11 shows the neighboring samples that match with queries semantically. In the third row, our model not only locates the "football" samples close to each other, but also maps the scenes with "a group of people" or "a group of people on the green field", where the query can also be perceptually seen as a group of people on the grass. In addition, we analyze the associative behavior of the embeddings f v according to the different input in Figure 12 . Specifically, given the query X, we conduct the same experiment as above, but by using
. For the first case, since every frame is same but the corresponding sounds are different according to samples in the database, closest neighbors to the query are the ones that have similar audio information to the query. Note that this is different from sound retrieval because, by the association f v (X v , Y s ), we expect that context information in Y s irrelevant to X v is discarded. The second case is by keeping the sounds same but using different frames. In this scenario, we expect that visual context information in Y v irrelevant to the sound context in X s is discarded, so that the selected semantic context is retrieved. The results show that our model performs well in sound localization with conditional input, and learns semantic audiovisual correspondence.
VIDEO APPLICATIONS
We show the localization results not only on still images but on videos as well. Each video frame and the corresponding audio, which is obtained from a sliding window, are processed independently without using motion or temporal information (although adding temporal cues can further improve localization results [8] ). Figure 13 shows the proposed method highlights the sound sources despite fast motion, cluttered and complex scenes, changes of appearance as well as size, even without utilizing a temporal cue. We also apply this proposed model to sound based 360 • video camera view panning. Details are explained in the next section. Automatic camera view panning in 360 • videos. Recently, 360 • videos have become emerging media as rich immersive contents are captured. These videos cover a wider field of view than typical perspective cameras, and are supported by video streaming websites. With 360 • videos, users can easily view the contents in any direction by navigating projective normal Field-of-View (NFoV). Nevertheless, it is often cumbersome to figure out where and what to watch in the videos by choosing the viewing angles manually. This process requires manual and exhaustive exploration of the space to find events during the full duration of a video.
Several methods have been recently developed for navigating 360 • videos by finding NFoV of interest. These methods mainly leverage visual information such as saliency [47] , [48] , [49] , [50] , [51] . However, we tackle this problem from the perspective of audio sources. We observe that visual events are usually accompanied by sounds, and humans use not only visual information but also audio cues to rapidly focus on sights of interest [27] . Thus, as visual cues are important for full scene awareness in 360 • videos, sound cues are also crucial. For 360 • videos, we leverage those accompanied sounds to guide the navigation direction. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to use sound cues for the automatic 360 • video navigation.
We extract the frames at 30 frames per second (FPS) in an equirectangular image format, of which the image resolution is 480 × 960. We feed the equirectangular images directly to our network which is pretrained on the Flickr-SoundNet dataset under the semi-supervised setting. We use the same procedure described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. Since the pretrained network is fully convolutional, we can apply it to the original resolution as it is without changing the aspect ratio of the input frame. For each time stamp, we feed a sliding window of sound and a frame associated with the center of the window. We use the identical procedure in Section 3.3 to obtain the frame based sound saliency maps, i.e., sound localization response maps. Figure 14 shows qualitative results of our sound guided saliency maps with comparison to the recent method [47] which uses the visual cue alone for the 360 • video exploration task.
We conduct a user study, where each subject is asked to select the preferred one from two saliency videos (presented in random shuffle) generated by the method based only on vision [47] and our algorithm. We design an interface for users to watch and hear the original video and to select the best one based on the following criteria: 1) The one activates in most of the objects/areas corresponding to the dominant sound in audio, i.e., dominant sound source in the scene. 2) The one activates in regions corresponding to the "dominant" content of audio more accurately, 3) The one best localizes the sound source according Fig. 13 . Sound source localization in video sequences. We show the results of localizing sound sources in the video sequences. No temporal information is used. Each frame is processed independently. [47] are presented in the second raw. Our audio based saliency results are in the third row. It shows sound itself carries out rich information in 360 • videos, and the proposed method performs as well as the vision based method to predict saliency maps.
to the above criteria and longer duration in the entire video. 4) If there is no perceived difference between given saliency maps, then the user is expected to pick the [Similar] option. We obtain the relative scores between every pair of evaluated methods. We collect the results of 11 videos from 30 participants. The results are presented in Table 7 .
We note that the experimental comparisons here are only to show how different modalities respond differently to the same input content. The results show that sound can carry rich information in 360 • contents so that the proposed audio-visual method performs well as much as the sophisticated vision only method and even better in some scenarios that the vision based method cannot perform well, such as the second example in Figure 14 where an old man is walking around in the kitchen and talking at the same time. The vision based method focuses on the objects in the kitchen because it uses objectness information to predict saliency. However, the proposed audio-visual method can capture the speaking man. While we directly use our pretrained network, which has not been trained on the equirectangular images, it works plausibly well without any additional fine-tuning. The quality would be further improved by using the cube map coordinates [47] , [52] , but the simple equirectangular format was sufficient for our examples.
A obtaining the saliency maps, we generate NFoV trajectories based on the selected interesting areas as shown in Figure 15 .
We use the AUTOCAM [48] method to generate a path of the sound source in 360 • videos. We use the weighted average of pixel locations from our saliency maps as an importance measure for each frame to estimate the center of the region of interest, instead of selecting regions based on a binary map of visual importance as done in [48] , [49] . We apply this approach to videos that contain different types of sound sources such as moving or stationary, slow or fast moving, as well as small or large objects. More results can be found in the supplementary materials.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We tackle a new problem, learning based sound source localization in visual scenes, and construct its new benchmark dataset. By empirically demonstrating the capability of our unsupervised network, we show the model plausibly works in a variety of categories but partially, in that, without prior knowledge, the network can often get to a false conclusion. We also show that leveraging a small amount of human knowledge can discipline the model, so that it can correct to capture semantically meaningful relationships. These may imply that, by the definition of learnability [12] , the task is not a fully learnable problem only with unsupervised data in our setting, which is static-image based single-channel audio source localization, but can be fixed with even a small amount of relevant prior knowledge. Although the sound localization task is not effectively addressed with our unsupervised learning approach with static images and mono audios, other methods that use spatial microphones [25] , [53] , [54] , [55] or temporal information, motion [8] and synchronization [18] , with multiple frames have been shown to perform well on this task with unsupervised algorithms. In the following, we conclude our work with additional discussion for future investigation. Representation learning The results and the conclusion made in this work may allow us to deduce the way of machine understanding about sound source localization in visual scenes. For example, in unsupervised representation learning from soundvideo pairs [13] , [16] , our results may indicate that some of the representations behave like the pigeons (as in the second row of the "Railway" column in Figure 5 of Arandjelovic et al. [16] ), and suggest that at least a small amount of supervision should be incorporated for proper sound based representation learning. Additionally, this work would open many potential directions for future research, i.e., multi-modal retrieval, sound based saliency, representation learning and its applications. Noisy unsupervised dataset We use an "in-the-wild" dataset, Flickr-SoundNet [15] , which contains noise and outliers. As with many other self-supervised and unsupervised methods [3] , [8] , our method also does not explicitly handle such outlier effects. Despite the fact, our method works plausibly. Although training neural networks robust to noise and outlier data is still an open problem, the performance and the quality of learned representation could be further improved by adopting robust mechanisms.
B AUDIO BASED SALIENCY PREDICTION IN 360 • VIDEOS AND COMPARISON WITH VISION BASED SALIENCY
As discussed in Section 6 of the manuscript, here we compare our sound based saliency prediction results with vision based method [47] qualitatively to show that sound gives informative saliency maps as vision based saliency methods. These results are illustrated in Figure 18 .
C 360 • VIDEOS NAVIGATION
We use our per-frame saliency maps to compute the NFoV tracks. Results in Figure 19 show that our method capture salient viewpoints by using audio and vision for panning camera views in 360 • videos successfully. 16 Fig. 16 . Semantically relevant neighborhood of the given sample in cross-domain. Each row shows one query and k-nearest neighbors. Red color borderline indicates the query sample and sound icon indicates the sound modality, where whiten images indicate no visual information is used but are overlaid for reference. Nearest neighbors to the query in the shared embedded space are the ones which have the most similar contextual information to the query. Fig. 17 . Associative behavior of the embeddings with the conditional input. Given query Xv,s and selected modality of it as in the first column, fv for each sample in the dataset is computed by conditioning on keeping the selected modality information same as query but using the crossmodality information of the sample as a corresponding pair; d(fv(Xv, Xs), fv(Xv, Ys)) (the top half of the figure, where visual modality is not used for gallery samples, i.e., indicated by whiten images) or d(fv(Xv, Xs), fv(Yv, Xs)) (the bottom half of the figure, where sound modality is not used for gallery samples). Nearest samples have the most similar semantic context in cross-domain. Fig. 18 . Qualitative comparison of visual and audio based saliency maps. Consecutive frames of videos are shown in the first row. Vision based saliency maps computed from [47] are presented in the second raw. Our audio based saliency results are in the third row. It shows that sound itself carries out rich information in 360 • videos, and the proposed method performs as well as vision based method to predict saliency maps. Fig. 19 . Normal Field-of-View (NFoV) trajectory results. We present consecutive video frames and corresponding audio based saliency maps in the first and second rows respectively. NFoVs in multiple time steps that are used for 360 • content exploration are shown in the last row. Results show that audio based saliency maps can be effectively used for camera view panning in 360 • videos.
